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THE ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS OF THE ACTION OF A CONCENTRATED FORCE 

AND A PIECE~~SE-CONTINUOUS LOAD ON A TAO-LAYERED STRIP* 

L.A. AGALOVYAN, M.G. ASRATYAN and R.S. GEVORKYAN 

An asymptotic method fl/ is used to solve a new class of elasticity 
theory problems for a two-layered strip subjected to concentrated and 
piecewise-continuous normal loads. The problems examined are 
fundamental, in particular, in analyses of elastic foundations and bases 
using the model of a compressive layer 12, 3/. A solution is obtained 
by connecting the asymptotic solution for the strip /4/ with the 
solution of the Flamant-Boussinesq solution. Fairly simple asymptotic 
formulas are derived for the desired stress and displacement fields that 
can find direct application. The approach mentioned can also be 
extended to laminar plates. 

1. Boundary-value problems for a two-layered strip consisting of an isotropic and aniso- 
tropic layer under conditions of total contact are examined. It is assumed that the longi- 
tudinal edge of the anisotropic part is rigidly clamped while the isotropic part on the 
analogous edge is subjected to a concentrated force and a piecewise-continuous normal load. 
We will first examine the case of a concentrated force. 

We have the two-layered strip Q = (5, y: --I <<s < I, 
--h, < Y < h,, 21s h, + h,} where the layer 0 < y <h, 
is isotropic and the layer --h.~,<y,< 0 is anisotropic. 
Let the concentrated normal force 

$y (5, A,) = --Pb (x), %u (x. h,) = () (1.1) 

act on the isotropic layer while the lower face of the 
anisotropic layer is rigidly clamped 

Fig.1 

1 % (5, --h,) =-z UU (3, --h,) = 0 (1.2) 

It is required to determine the state of stress and 
strain of such a strip (Fig.1) if the complete contact 
conditions 

ojl(') (I, 0) = UjU@) (2, 0). u,@ (x, 0) = Uj@) (+. 0) (1.3) 

(i = I, Y) 

are satisfied on the layer line of contact y = 0, where the superscipt (1) corresponds to 
the isotropic layer and the subscript (2) to the anisotropic layer. Arbitrary boundary-value 
conditions of elasticity theory can be given on the side faces 5 =&I. They do not di- 
rectly influence the procedure for determining the internal solution in the problems under 
consideration, although the boundary layer is due to them 14, 5/. 

We will seek the solution of problem 11.1) and 11.2) in the form 

Q = 
i 

QY’ + Q’*‘, 0 g y Q h, . 

QF', - IL, Q y < 0 
(1.4) 

where Ql@' and Q8@) are general integrals of the asymptotic solutions of mixed boundary- 
value pKObh?IIIS for the strips 52, = (5,~: -l<x< 1, O<y <h,} and 
-h,,< y<O, ~>maxfh,,h,)}, that have the form /4, 6/ 

52, = {z, .y: --1< Lx.< 1, 

(1.5) 
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The solution (1.5) contains four arbitrary integration functions o.$"', CT&,'), u~~,~‘,u~‘~); 
for each (i) Q(F),that satisfies the conditions 

CT.:;' (z, h,) = 0, 0:' (x, h,) = -P6 (z) (1%) 

is the solution of the Flamant-Boussinesq problem for a half-plane C ~= (L y: --m<s<m, 

--oo < Y < h,), that for a piecewise-continuous load has the form /7j 

r=r(5,y)=1/("-S)a+(Y-h1)2 

ICLP = i P(E) 
(2 - v, - Jd Q 

where y -7 4 for a+ fi = 3 and y =2 for CL+P ~2. 
Satisfying the contact conditions (1.3) and the boundary conditions (1.1) and (1.2) on 

y=O we obtain 

@s) _ a?.~) + @,O(q, $s) =$s) + #,~(q 
(1.8) 

(2.8) 0,s) o,yo = oxyO T o::"'(o), a&$ = &$'ka"'+ lJIIy (Fs 8) (0) 

d$) = - ok;;’ (&,). ucl”) - - ok;) (co), YYO - to = h,/h, 

ucaBs) = (A$$$’ + A$$$,B’) _ Uf*S) 0 (5 = _ 1) 

+I 
0,s) _ A(2) (2% a) + A@, (2,s) 

- t 66 %I0 (Z,J) aa %I0 ) - u* (5 = - 1) 
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are uniquely defined, where c$Fy'SJ (0) = .$,S' (0) ~Z .p~"' (0) z $*SJ (0) = 0 for s#O while 

.i:3n' (0) = UI",' (x .- 1s.y .CJ), I_?$,"' (O)= lJ$' (z 1 zs,y = 0) u, '"'"J(O)= l-'u~'(s = & y = O), "p',J (0) = 

I-' U:"' (5 = 15, y = 0) are determined from (1.7) by the substitution x = Is, Y = 0. Therefore, 

the solution of the problem can be calculated to any asymptotic accuracy by means of (1.4) 
and (1.7) and the recursion relations (1.5) and (1.9). 

Limiting ourselves to the accuracy 0 (e2) in determining the desired quantities, which 
will normally be sufficient for practical applications, we will have the solution (the prime 
denotes the derivative with respect to 2): 

For the isotropic layer 0 ,< y,<h, 

(1.10) 

(1) (11 1 - v2 
a,, = apz = E 

For the anisotropic layer --h, <y <O 

1~:) = (y -+ h,) (A$$,, + &‘5,,) + f (Y" - h,‘) X 

Here 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

2. If the load acting on the edge Y = hl is given in the form of a piecewise-continu- 
ous function 
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the solution (1.101 and (1.11) retains its form but a!?, uj:“, u:" (j = 1‘.Y) are given by (1.71, 

while 5)" = C$' (q O), u = P(l, U), v = U',"' (z, 0). 

We will present the solutions for certain cases often encountered in practice. 

a) Let a uniformly distributed piecewise-continuous normal load (Fig.2) act at the edge 

of the strip Y =h, 

i 
const, -a,<x,<a 

P (I) = (), Ix\>a 

We have, to an accuracy 0 (9) for the isotropic part of the strip O,< Y <(, 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

J’) - 5 1 
xv- J( c i(--,Y) I 

p _ _ uzy + + A (x, y) + -$ (A:$;,, -t- A%& - & 12’) (1) 
IT - 

while the quantities for the anisotropic part --h,,< y< 0 are determined from (1.11) but 

o,, = Tsv + $ A (x,0), O,, = -$ [*-$g$] (2.4) 

ri = (1+y)II(~-2v)u [(i-a)arctg~-(r-,-n)Hr~tq~]- 

20;EVya)a hJn .;"",';, 

V = (I + v)n(;--v)O [2a T &4(.x,0)] + 

~I(~-ta)lnr(--a,o)-((Z-~)lnr(a,0)] 

should be taken in (1.11) and in (2.3). 
b) A normal load varying linearly along the section a <x,<b (Fig.3) 

P (4 = 
kx, u<x,<b 

0, zZ[a,b] 

acts on the edge y = h,. 

(2.5) 
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Fig.3 

The states of stress and strain in the strip layers are determined, respectively, by 
means of (1.1) and (1.11) in which the following should be substituted: 

,+F) _ 
IY -- 

r*(t~,~)~n r(b, y)--s(o, y)ln r(a, y) + 6s(b --a) ,- 

2(a~-~ba)-2s(r-~)lnr(b,y)i2*:(~-~)I~1~(~,y)+~(y-~h,)B b 

H = 'arctg (a--b)(y-hl) 
(5 

u = t$'(J,U), c = U~'(P,U), &" = o!F,'(s,U), a,, = o&F,'(2,0) 

The solutions for the other cases are also written down in an analogous manner. 
All the solutions are valid starting with distances from the tranverse edges x=&l, 

that equal the zone of boundary-layer spread. This zone can be ascertained by the method 
described in /5/. To have a complete representation of the nature of the stress and dis- 
placement distributions near the edges x=+1, it is necessary to append a boundary-layer 
type solution to the solution mentioned. 

Therefore, by combining the solution of the Flamant-Boussinesq problem with the asymp- 
totic solution of the problem for a strip, the range of applications of asymptotic solutions 
can be extended considerably /4, 6, 6/. We also note that the first layer can also be 
anisotropic, in this case it is necessary to use the solution of the Flamant problem for an 
anisotropic half-space. The approach described can also be used in analogous problems for 
layers and plates. 
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